Abnormal driving behaviour is one of the leading cause of terrible traffic accidents endangering human life. Therefore, study on driving behaviour surveillance has become essential to traffic security and public management. In this paper, we conduct this promising research and employ a two stream CNN framework for video-based driving behaviour recognition, in which spatial stream CNN captures appearance information from still frames, whilst temporal stream CNN captures motion information with pre-computed optical flow displacement between a few adjacent video frames. We investigate different spatial-temporal fusion strategies to combine the intra frame static clues and inter frame dynamic clues for final behaviour recognition. So as to validate the effectiveness of the designed spatial-temporal deep learning based model, we create a simulated driving behaviour dataset, containing 1237 videos with 6 different driving behavior for recognition. Experiment result shows that our proposed method obtains noticeable performance improvements compared to the existing methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Traffic security is an urgent problem all over the world. As reported by the Chinese Transport Ministry, more than 80% traffic crashes involve abnormal driving such as playing mobile phone, smoking and eating, talking with passengers etc [1] . Consequently, driving monitoring has long been a core technique in Advanced Diver Assistance System (ADAS) [2] and visual-based driving behaviour recognition has attracted great research interests in recent years.
The task of video-based driving behaviour recognition facilitates intelligent surveillance and can be regarded as a fine-grained video-based human behaviour recognition. Recognition of human behaviour in videos has received great attention in recent researches [3, 4, 5, 6] . In [3] , Karpathy et al. used stacked video frames as input and trained a multiple resolution CNN to recognize human behaviour. In [4] , Simonyan et al. trained a two-stream convolutional neural networks to separately capture spatial clues and temporal clues, then combined two streams with score fusion. Naturally, it is reasonable to transfer the spatial-temporal convolutional neural network which achieved remarkable performance in human behaviour recognition to our specific task. Therefore, in this paper, we follow the architecture of [4] to train spatial stream CNN with still frames and temporal stream CNN with multi-frame optical flow. Here, we investigate different spatial-temporal fusion strategies to further increase driving behaviour recognition accuracy.
In terms of dataset, a video-based simulated driving behaviour dataset is created. All 1237 videos were collected by a HD digital-camera involving 6 categories of normal driving, hands off the wheel, calling, playing mobile phone, smoking and talking with passenger, as depicted in Figure 1 .
The contributions of this work can be categorized into three levels. First, we apply spatial-temporal CNN into fine-grained driving behaviour recognition task. Secondly, we investigate different information fusion strategies to improve the performance. Lastly, we validate the proposed method on a self-created driving behaviour dataset and achieves the state of the art.
II. RELATED WORKS
A great may of approaches have been raised for automatic driving behaviour recognition over the last decades or so. On the basis of feature used in their approaches, we can classify them into two categories of handcrafted feature based approaches [7, 8, 9, 10] and deep learning based approaches [11, 12, 14] .
Zhao et al. did the original researches in driving behaviour recognition and have made remarkable contributions. They recognized driving behaviour of normal driving, operating the shift gear, eating and smoking, responding a cell phone on their private dataset. Zhao et al. in [7] designed an efficient handcrafted feature extraction method for driving behaviour recognition, which is composed of Homomorphic filter, skin segmentation and contourlet transform, and random forest was employed for final classification; in [8] adopted multi-resolution analysis to generate multi-wavelet features for behaviour recognition; in [9] introduced RBF kernel and SVM for final behaviour recognition; in [10] employed Pyramid Histogram Oriented Recently, due to the breakthrough of CNN in many pattern recognition researches, deep learning based driving behaviour recognition has obtained certain popularity. Yan et al. in [11] first employed end-to-end deep architecture (AlexNet) for feature representation and behaviour classification. In [12] , Le et al. adopted Faster-RCNN [13] architecture to detect cell-phone usage and driving with hands off the wheel. Koesdwiady et al. in [14] used deeper VGG19 architecture to learn behaviour categories with softmax supervision.
To sum up the existing driving behaviour recognition approaches, most of them are image-based and focus on appearance feature extraction from still images. In addition, standard convolutional neural network can automatically capture appearance features with end-to-end learning and achieved significant accuracy improvements compared to the handcrafted feature-based methods. However, image-based recognition ignores the inter-frame motion information which is equally essential to driving behaviour recognition.
III. PROPOSED METHODS
This section details the core techniques of our proposed driving behavior recognition method. Firstly, we give an introduction of the proposed architecture of spatial-temporal convolutional neural network; then, we investigate and compare different spatial-temporal fusion strategy; lastly, we elaborate how to train the spatial-temporal convolutional neural network for video-based driving behavior recognition.
A. Network Architecture
The structures of spatial stream convolutional neural network and temporal stream convolutional neural network are illustrated in Figure 2 .
Spatial stream CNN can powerfully learn appearance information such as texture, contour, interest point etc from still images and it has identical structure of 16 layers VGGNet [15] , which takes 224  224  3 still frames as import and outputs the probability distribution of different driving behaviour categories. The spatial stream CNN is staked by thirteen convolution layers and three iner producted layers. Thirteen convolutional layers filter images with kernel size of 3  3, stride of 1 and are stacked into 5 blocks. Max pooling follows after each convolutional block with kernel size of 2  2, stride of 2. Fully connected layers can map the convolutional feature map to feature vectors. The last iner producted layer with softmax classifier has 6 neurons which output the probability distribution of different driving behaviour categories.
Temporal stream CNN can effectively learn motion information and predict the probability of different driving behaviour categories, which shares the similar structure with the spatial stream CNN except that it takes stacked optical flow with size of axis v d of the displacement vector fields between two frames. The stacked optical flow of L ( 10  L ) consecutive frames forms a L 2 channels input, which is calculated as follow.
is the input of temporal stream CNN, R , C and L represent the row, column and frame length of a video.
B. Fusion strategies
Given still frames and their pre-computed optical flow, spatial stream learns intra frame static clues, temporal stream learns inter frame dynamic clues, and each stream respectively predicts the probability of different categories. However, how to combine the spatial stream and temporal stream for final recognition needs further investigation. Here, we explore three different spatial-temporal fusion strategies to combine two streams.
In early fusion strategy, spatial stream and temporal stream are combined at the beginning of the network. still frames and their stacked optical flow are combined together giving rise to a Contrast to early fusion strategy, still frames and their stacked optical flow are respectively fed to spatial stream and temporal stream in mid-level fusion strategy. Two streams respectively extract appearance features and motion features. Then the extracted appearance feature vector and motion feature vector are linearly combined to form a 8192-d spatial-temporal feature vector. The fused spatial-temporal feature can be denoted as:
where st f represents the 4096-d appearance feature, tp f denotes the 4096-d motion feature, and f is the fused spatial-temporal feature. Note that the fused spatial-temporal feature f is normalized by the following equation:
Lastly, the normalized fˆis utilized to train support vector machine for driving behaviour recognition. Figure  4(b) shows the illustration of mid-level fusion pipeline.
In terms of late fusion, softmax classifier in spatial stream and temporal stream are directly employed with score fusion, as shown in Figure 4 
where j st s denotes the posterior probability of the j-th class computed by spatial stream CNN, j tp s denotes the posterior probability of the j-th class computed by temporal stream CNN. ) ( j p is priori probability of the j-th driving behaviour category. The fused classification score is denoted by j score .
C. Network training
Before training the architecture, we pre-compute stacked optical flow in advance by employing the solution of [16] with OPENCV toolkit. We separately pre-train two stream on UCF101 [11] , and then finetune two streams on our self-created driving behaviour dataset. However, in terms of early fusion strategy, still frames and their stacked optical flow are early combined at the beginning of the network; so, we pre-train and finetune the single stream network (VGG16) for final driving behaviour recognition.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Corresponding solutions are tested on Intel Core-I7 CPU, NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080, and Ubuntu 16.04 operating system. The whole architecture is implemented by employing open source toolbox Caffe [18] . Both spatial stream and temporal stream are trained by employing the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). Here, we detail the experiment dataset in section 3.1 and report the experimental comparisons with corresponding methods in section 3.2.
A. Experiment dataset
We create a video-based driving behaviour dataset containing 1237 videos, with average 15 seconds per video. All videos are captured by a logitech C920 HD camera and involve 6 simulated driving behaviour. For experiment, these videos are divided into training set (715 videos) and testing set(522 videos). The number of videos of different categories is listed in Table 1 . 
B. Comparisons with corresponding solutions
We compare our proposed architecture with several corresponding methods, including the method of multi-resolution CNN [11] and the method of two-stream CNN [12] . Note that, we compare the performance of each driving behaviour category of different methods and list the quantitative experiment results in Table 2 .
Karpathy et al. in [11] took stacked video frames as input and trained a multi-resolution CNN architecture to recognize human behaviour. Here, we repeat their implementation and achieve the total accuracy rate of 83.9%. Simonyan et al. in [12] proposed a baseline method, in which they trained a two stream AlexNet, and then combined two stream with score fusion. We test this method on our simulated driving behaviour dataset and achieve the total accuracy of 84.8%.
In this paper, we employ deeper convolutional neural network VGG16 to capture intra static features and inter dynamic features for driving behaviour recognition. We follow the method of [12] to separately train spatial stream convolutional neural network and temporal stream convolutional neural network. In test stage, spatial stream CNN obtains the total accuracy of 83.4% and temporal stream CNN achieves the total accuracy of 79.0%. Furthermore, we compare the performance of different spatial-temporal fusion strategies and our proposed spatial-temporal CNN with mid-level fusion strategy obtains the highest accuracy of 87.4% on self-created driving behaviour dataset. We futher show the confusion matrix of the proposed spatial-temporal CNN (mid-level fusion strategy) in Figure 5 .
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a spatial-temporal CNN based method to recognize different driving behaviour in videos. Spatial stream CNN is employed to learn intra-frame appearance information and temporal stream CNN is utilized to capture inter-frame motion information; then we investigate different fusion strategy to combine spatial stream and temporal stream for final recognition. We perform experiment on self-created simulated driving behaviour dataset and our proposed architecture with mid-level fusion strategy achieves the state of the art recognition performance. In the future, we will further improve the performance by employing hybrid networks (CNN+ LSTM) and speed up the driving behaviour recognition to real-time. In addition, creating realdriving behaviour dataset is essential for practical applications. 
